Archived News & Gen

22/9/13

Week commencing 22/9/13

Virgin Trains
The MK3 set stabled at Wembley.
Greater Anglia
90006 (1p23), 90009 (1p27), 90010 (1p12), 90012 (1p51), 90013 (1p13), 900xx (1p19).
DBS













90018 at Crewe on maintenance
90019 at Wembley (no known allocations)
90020 at Crewe on maintenance
90021 at Wembley (no known allocations)
90024 at Mossend (no known allocations)
90026 at Crewe on maintenance
90028 at Wembley (no known allocations)
90029 at Mossend (no known allocations)
90035 at Edinburgh allocated to 1m16
90036 at Wembley (no known allocations)
90039 at Mossend (no known allocations)

Freightliner











23/9/13

90016 out of traffic at Crewe for reps
90041 at Basford Hall for weekend
90042 out of traffic at Crewe for reps
90043 at Mossend for weekend
90044 at Basford Hall for weekend
90045 out of traffic at Crewe for reps
90046 at Basford Hall for weekend
90047 out of traffic at Crewe for exam
90048 at Basford Hall for weekend
90049 at Ipswich for weekend

Virgin Trains
The MK3 set stabled at Wembley.
Greater Anglia
Owing to signalling problems between Norwich and London earlier this morning resulting in set swaps
and cancellations, it will not be possible to give concise engine allocations for the whole day. Known
90s out on the route are:
90002, 90004, 90006, 90008, 90010, 90015.
DBS












90018 at Crewe on maintenance
90019 no known allocations
90020 at Crewe on maintenance
90021 no known allocations
90024 no known allocations
90026 at Crewe on maintenance
90028 no known allocations
90029 no known allocations
90035 no known allocations
90036 no known allocations



90039 no known allocations

Freightliner











24/9/13

90016 out of traffic at Crewe for reps
90041 no known allocations
90042 out of traffic at Crewe for reps
90043 allocated to 4L89 (tonight)
90044 no known allocations
90045 out of traffic at Crewe for reps
90046 allocated to 4L97
90047 out of traffic at Crewe for exam
90048 allocated to 4L89 ex Crewe
90049 at Ipswich on exam

Virgin Trains
The MK3 set stabled at Wembley.
Greater Anglia
Nothing known for today.
DBS













90018 no known allocations
90019 no known allocations
90020 at Crewe on maintenance
90021 no known allocations
90024 no known allocations
90026 at Crewe on maintenance
90028 no known allocations
90029 no known allocations
90035 no known allocations
90036 no known allocations
90039 no known allocations

Freightliner











25/9/13

90016 no known allocations
90041 no known allocations
90042 out of traffic at Crewe for reps
90043 allocated to 4L89 (last night)
90044 no known allocations
90045 out of traffic at Crewe for reps (tbc)
90046 no known allocations
90047 out of traffic at Crewe for exam
90048 no known allocations
90049 no known allocations

Virgin Trains
The MK3 set stabled at Wembley.
Greater Anglia
Owing to technical issues with 90002 at Crown Point this morning, it was not possible to give concise

engine allocations following various stepping up and set swaps. Known 90s to be out included:
90002, 90004, 90008, 90015.
DBS













90018 no known allocations
90019 no known allocations
90020 at Crewe on maintenance
90021 no known allocations
90024 at Wembley allocated to 1s25
90026 no known allocations
90028 no known allocations
90029 no known allocations
90035 no known allocations
90036 no known allocations
90039 no known allocations

Freightliner











26/9/13

90016 last known location Ilford (tyre turning)
90041 allocated to 4L89 (tonight)
90042 out of traffic at Crewe for reps
90043 allocated to 4L82
90044 out of traffic at Crewe for exam
90045 no known allocations
90046 no known allocations
90047 out of traffic at Crewe for exam
90048 allocated to 4L89 (last night)
90049 at Ipswich not allocated

Virgin Trains
The MK3 set stabled at Wembley.
Greater Anglia
90002 (1p03), 90006 (1p15), 90009 (1y01), 90013 (1p04). Nothing else known
DBS












90018
90019
90020
90021
90024
90026
90028
90029
90035
90036
90039

at Crewe on maintenance
at Mossend allocated to 1m11
no known allocations
no known allocations
at Edinburgh allocated to 1m16
at Crewe on maintenance
no known allocations
at Mossend allocated to 1c11 & 1b26
at Wembley allocated to 5s95, 1s26
at Wembley allocated to 5s96
at Wembley allocated to 1s25

Freightliner




90042 out of traffic at Crewe for reps
90045 special freight to Tilbury, then 0Z90 to Wembley
90047 allocated to 4S88

Nothing else known for the other members of the Freightliner fleet.

27/9/13

Virgin Trains
The MK3 set and 90045 worked the following today:




11:28 Wembley to Stafford (5T90) driver training
16:17 Stafford to Wembley (5T91) driver training

The stock did NOT work anything else.
Greater Anglia
90001 (1p07), 90002 (1p02), 90004 (1p01), 90005 (1p03), 90008 (1p11), 90009 (1p00), 90010
(1p04), 90011 (1p13), 90012 (1y01), 90013 (1p05), 90014 (1p15).
DBS













90018 at Crewe on maintenance
90019 at Wembley allocated to 1s25
90020 allocated to 6X41, 0K41
90021 at Wembley
90024 at Wembley allocated to 5s95, 1s26
90026 at Crewe on maintenance
90028 no known allocations
90029 at Mossend allocated to 1m11
90035 at Mossend allocated to 1c11 & 1b26
90036 at Wembley allocated to 5s96
90039 at Edinburgh allocated to 1m16

Freightliner











28/9/13

90016 no known allocations
90041 no known allocations
90042 out of traffic at Crewe for reps
90043 no known allocations
90044 no known allocations
90045 on hire to Virgin Trains
90046 no known allocations
90047 allocated to 4L89 (tonight)
90048 allocated to 4L89 (last night)
90049 no known allocations

Virgin Trains
The MK3 set and 90045 stabled spare at Wembley.
Greater Anglia
Amended Allocations
Owing to operational issues involving the hauled services to and from Yarmouth, there were some
amendments to the diagrams in the afternoon due to set swaps. It is not possible to give the amended
allocations.
Original Allocations
90001 (1p05), 90002 (1p13), 90004 (1p07), 90005 (1p06), 90008 (1v33), 90009 (1p02), 90010
(1p03), 90011 (1p04), 90012 (1p01), 90013 (1p19), 90014 (1p15).

DBS













90018 at Crewe on maintenance
90019 at Edinburgh off 1s25
90020 at Crewe spare
90021 at Wembley off 5m11
90024 at Mossend off 1s26
90026 at Crewe on maintenance
90028 no known allocations
90029 at Wembley off 1m11
90035 at Mossend off 1b26
90036 allocated to 6X41, 0K41
90039 at Wembley off 1m16

Freightliner












90016 at Basford Hall for weekend
90041 at Mossend off 4s88
90042 out of traffic at Crewe for reps
90043 allocated to 4M41, then spare
90044 allocated to 4M87, then spare
90045 on hire to Virgin Trains
90046 at Ipswich for weekend
90047 allocated to 4L89 (last night)
90048 out of traffic at Crewe for exam
90049 allocated to 4M45, then spare

